Qualitative Interest Groups

- **QUALRS-L@listserv.uga.edu**: Qualitative Research for the Human Sciences; to subscribe, send this message to listserv@listserv.uga.edu: subscribe QUALRS-L (yourname) or visit http://listserv.uga.edu/archives/qualrs-l.html. For help contact Judith Preissle, jude@uga.edu
- **QUALNET@listserv.bc.edu**: Qualitative Research in Management and Organization Studies; to subscribe, send this message to majordomo@listserv.bc.edu: subscribe qualnet. For help contact Ted Gaiser, Gaiser@bcvms.bc.edu
- **ATLAS-TI@atlasti.de**: Topics on the text analysis, text management, and theory building program ATLAS/ti; To subscribe, visit www.atlasti.com and click Community. For help contact listmaster@atlasti.com
- **Qual-software@mailbase.ac.uk**: a listserv focused on qualitative analysis computer programs; to subscribe, send this message to mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk: join qual-software (yourname). For help contact qual-software-request@mailbase.ac.uk
- **QSR-Forum@qsr.com.au**: Qualitative Solutions and Research, for the qualitative analysis programs NUD*IST and Nvivo. To subscribe, send a message to mailing-list-request@qsr.com.au with the words SUBSCRIBE QSR-FORUM in the main body of the text. For help contact listmaster@qsr.com.au
- **QUAL-L@scu.edu.au**: Qualitative Research List, initiated to serve folks at Penn State, but immediately attracted a broader audience; to subscribe, send this message to listproc@scu.edu.au: subscribe QUAL-L firstname lastname. For help contact Bob Dick, bdick@scu.edu.au
- **Ql-discussionlist@jiscmail.ac.uk**: Interest group for qualitative longitudinal research studies. Available through jiscmail.ac.uk (ql-discussion list).
- **QUALMETH@ASU.EDU**: the Consortium for Qualitative Research Methods administers a private subscription, moderated listserv list for political scientists and other scholars interested in discussing, critiquing, and applying qualitative methods. To subscribe to QUALMETH send an email to listserv@asu.edu with the subject line left blank, and with the message text: subscribe QUALMETH your firstname and your lastname.
- **QUAL-Compare@jiscmail.ac.uk**: Qualitative Comparative Analysis and Related Methodology Debates. Follow all previous information related to signing up for the jiscmail.ac.uk listservs.
- **Qual-research@jiscmail.ac.uk**: Listserv for qualitative research methods and design; to subscribe, send this message to jiscmail@jiscmail.ac.uk: join qual-research firstname lastname; for help contact qual-research-request@jiscmail.ac.uk
- **Qualitative-Research@jiscmail.ac.uk**: Another qualitative forum with
which to engage. Follow all other “jiscmail.ac.uk” instructions.

- **PHENOMENOG-L@mailbox.uq.edu.au**: Phenomenography Interest Group for those interested in this qualitative research method, the study of the way people conceive of the world; to subscribe, send this message tomajordomo@mailbox.uq.edu.au: subscribe PHENOMENOG-L. For help contact **OWNER-PHENOMENOG-L@MAILBOX.UQ.EDU.AU**

- **Phenomenography@ACER.edu.au**: Phenomenography Interest Group for those interested in this qualitative research method, the study of the way people conceive of the world; to SUBSCRIBE, go to [https://mailinglist.acer.edu.au/mailman/listinfo/phenomenography](https://mailinglist.acer.edu.au/mailman/listinfo/phenomenography) and fill out a form (email address, name, and password) (without quotes). For assistance contact phenomenography-approval@acer.edu.au

- **ASQUS@jiscmail.ac.uk**: a listserv for advice and support in qualitative evidence synthesis. To view or subscribe, go to [http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/ASQUUS](http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/ASQUUS)

- **METHODS@cios.org**: a list for social science research methods instructors; to subscribe, send message to comserve@cios.org: join methods (yourname). For help, contact support@cios.org

- **PSYCH-NARRATIVE@massey.ac.nz**: a discussion of narrative in everyday life; to subscribe, send this message to majordomo@massey.ac.nz: subscribe psych-narrative. For help, contact Andy Lock, A.J.Lock@massey.ac.nz

- **Ethno@cios.org**: Ethnomethodology/conversation analysis; to subscribe, send this message to comserve@cios.org: join ethno (yourname). For help contact support@cios.org

- **IVSA@pdomain.uwindsor.ca**: International Visual Sociology Association; to subscribe, send this message to listserv@pdomain.uwindsor.ca: subscribe ivsa (yourname). For help contact Dr. Veronika Mogyorody, mogy@uwindsor.ca

- **VISCOM@listserv.temple.edu**: Visual Communications Discussion List; to subscribe, send this message to listserv@listserv.temple.edu: subscribe viscom (yourname). For help, contact Jay Ruby, v5293e@vm.temple.edu

- **QUAL@listserv.temple.edu**: Society for Qualitative Inquiry; to subscribe, go to [https://listserv.temple.edu/cgi-bin/wa?INDEX](https://listserv.temple.edu/cgi-bin/wa?INDEX). Go to ‘Q’ within the alphabet listed, and click on ‘QUAL.’ Then click ‘subscribe.’ Fill in your name and email information. Wait for confirmation email to arrive to your inbox. Confirm acceptance, then you are subscribed.

- **EVALTALK@bama.ua.edu**: American Evaluation Association Discussion List; to subscribe, send this message to listserv@bama.ua.edu: subscribe evaltalk (yourname). For help contact owner-evaltalk@bama.ua.edu

- **ARLIST-L@scu.edu.au**: Action Research Mailing List; to subscribe, send this message to listproc@scu.edu.au: subscribe ARLIST-L (yourname). For help contact Bob Dick, bdick@scu.edu.au

- **XTAR@listproc.appstate.edu**: Teacher Researchers list: to subscribe, send this message to listproc@listserv.appstate.edu: subscribe xtar (yourname).
For help contact blantonwe@conrad.appstate.edu, jmm@am.appstate.edu, or combstm@conrad.appstate.edu

- **GOVTEVAL@nasionet.net**: Public Sector Program Evaluation; to subscribe, send this message to majordomo@nasionet.net: subscribe govt eval [your emailaddress]. For help contact Dr. Arunaselam Rasappan, artd@ppp.nasionet.net

- **H-ORALHIST@h-net.msu.edu**: H-Net/Oral History Association Discussion List on Oral History; to subscribe, send this message to listserv@h-net.msu.edu; subscribe H-ORALHIST (yourname). For help contact Jeff Charnley, Charnle2@pilot.msu.edu

- **BIOG-METHODS@mailbase.ac.uk**: Biographical Methods for the SocialSciences; to subscribe, send this message to mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk: join BIOG-METHODS (yourname). For help contact biog-methods-request@mailbase.ac.uk

- **AELACTION@ael.org**: Appalachia Educational Laboratory discussion list on action research in classrooms; to subscribe, send this message to majordomo@aelion.ael.org: subscribe aelaction (yourname). For help contact owner-aelaction@aelion.ael.org

- **Q-METHOD@listserv.kent.edu**: Q Methodology discussion list on this broad approach to the study of subjectivity; to subscribe, send this message to listserv@listserv.kent.edu: subscribe Q-METHOD (yourname). For help contact Q-Method-request@listserv.kent.edu

- **ARMNET-L@scu.edu.au**: Action research methodology network; to subscribe, send this message to listproc@scu.edu.au: subscribe ARMNET-Lfirstname lastname. For help contact Bob Dick, bdick@scu.edu.au

- **Ethnography-in-education@mailbase.ac.uk**: use of ethnographic research methods in education; to subscribe, send this message to mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk: Join ethnography-in-education (firstname lastname). For help contact ethnography-in-education-request@mailbase.ac.uk

- **Autoethnography**: To post, send messages to autoethnography@yahoogroups.com To subscribe, send a message to autoethnography-subscribe@yahoogroups.com, To unsubscribe, email: autoethnography-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com, For all other questions, contact the list owner, at autoethnography-owner@yahoogroups.com

- **ETHNOG-L@CSUS.EDU**: a discussion list for members of the Ethnography Division of the National Communication Association and/or for anyone interested in ethnography in the communication discipline; to subscribe send this message to listserv@listserv.csus.edu: subscribe ETHNOG-L “your name.” For help contact the listowner at nickt@csus.edu

- **OnlineRsch@onelist.com**: discussion of ethics and methodology in online research, including sociology, anthropology, and other related disciplines; to subscribe, send a message to OnlineRsch-subscribe@onelist.com: nothing necessary in the body of the message. For help contact OnlineRsch-
owner@onelist.com

- **CONTENT@listproc.gsu.edu**: CONTENT is an Internet mailing list for the discussion of content analysis. To subscribe to CONTENT, send the command "subscribe CONTENT YourFirstName YourLastName" (without the quotation marks) in the body of an e-mail message to listproc@listproc.gsu.edu. They offer resources for making child's play of sophisticated content analyses and a CONTENT Publication Alert. This is a service provided to members of CONTENT.

- **SUP-DEVELOPMENT@jiscmail.ac.uk**: A list for those concerned with the supervision of researchers and research students and those involved in supervisor development. Follow all other jiscmail.ac.uk directions.

- **National Institutes of Health Cultural and Qualitative Research**: An interest group for those seeking contact and information via this national institute; see [http://sigs.nih.gov/cultural/Pages/default.aspx](http://sigs.nih.gov/cultural/Pages/default.aspx)

- **Cochrane Qualitative Research Methods**: A list of groups for those interested in health care provision; for information on subscription, see [http://cqrmg.cochrane.org/](http://cqrmg.cochrane.org/)

Additionally, see [http://www.cochrane.org/contact/methods-groups#qualitative-research-methods-group](http://www.cochrane.org/contact/methods-groups#qualitative-research-methods-group) for multiple groups related to health care constituents including:

- Adverse Effects Methods Group
- Agenda and Priority Setting Methods Group
- Applicability and Recommendations Methods Group
- Bias Methods Group
- Campbell and Cochrane Economics Methods Group
- Campbell and Cochrane Equity Methods Group

(One can become a member of any of these groups.)

- **Qualitative Research Cafe**: Food for thought on interpretive and critical research approaches, see [http://blogs.ubc.ca/qualresearch/](http://blogs.ubc.ca/qualresearch/)

Facebook Groups:

- Performative Social Science (PSS): [https://www.facebook.com/groups/120763824633892/?ref=ts](https://www.facebook.com/groups/120763824633892/?ref=ts)
- The Qualitative Report: [https://www.facebook.com/TheQualitativeReport](https://www.facebook.com/TheQualitativeReport)
- Qualitative Research Group: [https://www.facebook.com/groups/40075491366/](https://www.facebook.com/groups/40075491366/)
- Qualitative Life Blogs [https://www.facebook.com/qualitativelife](https://www.facebook.com/qualitativelife)
Twitter Accounts:

- **@T_Q_R**: An online bi-monthly journal dedicated to qualitative research since 1990. Home base is the site: [http://www.nova.edu/ssss/QR/](http://www.nova.edu/ssss/QR/)
- **@QRC**: For all qualitative research consultants to share relevant news, ideas, and links, for more information on marketing and research strategies, see [http://www.researchcharts.com/](http://www.researchcharts.com/)
- Use “qualitative” as a search term and many other possibilities arise.

*Last updated: September, 2012...If you have a listserv or group to add to this list, please contact Dr. Jude Preissle at jude@uga.edu.*

Thank you to Yuri Han, Bo Chang, and Lauren Moret.

Websites to add to this list after 5.25.12:

[http://onlineqda.hud.ac.uk/methodologies.php](http://onlineqda.hud.ac.uk/methodologies.php) Love this one!